
HOW TO WRITE A NEWS ABOUT ELECTION HOLIDAYS

Make Election Day a national holiday or give students and party and celebrate American democracy on a new holiday
called Citizen Day.

I hope this election witnesses a historic turnout. Instead, let's call upon our schools and employers to act
locally to enact real change in our communities, starting today. Others face registration hassles if they want to
vote where they go to school. Nationwide, preliminary indications are that the total turnout for the elections
was only  Other colleges and universities, especially law schools, in Chicago and nationwide should follow
and end the absurd hypocrisy of researching and dissecting the law and championing the importance of
democracy while forcing students and faculty to sit on the sidelines on the most important day of the year.
According to the Census Bureau , year olds represent about 13 percent of the voting age population. Since ,
Columbia University has given students Election Day off as well as the Monday before it, which gives
students plenty of time to go home or hit the road on behalf of a political campaign. The Centre and the state
administration, being managed by the Centre-appointed Governor, are against holding the two elections
together, reported PTI. Yet barely a handful of colleges even give Election Day off, and few schools urge
professors not to schedule tests or other important assignments that day. Yet, amidst growing cries for
electoral reform, the biggest voting obstruction of them all goes unmentioned: the simple and devastating fact
that we hold federal elections on a Tuesday in November, when more than one hundred million Americans are
at work or in the classroom. ElectionDay is days away, what could you need on November 6th to avoid issues
while voting? Polling will be held for Parliamentary constituencies. Small wonder that campaigns focus on
issues far more relevant to the old than the young. However, who but the academic community is better
prepared to distinguish the fake from the factual, and to bring a cohort of informed voters to the polls? I
particularly call upon first time voters to vote in record numbers," PM tweeted after EC announced election
dates. Want to join the conversation? Students, pressure your institutions for a fall civic break. And it has been
recognized by analysts at The Economist, which reduced the US ranking from a "full democracy" to a "flawed
democracy" in its Democracy Index in  Law schools, especially, have an obligation to practice what they
preach. But not much. Establishment of a university holiday on election day would not only ease voting for the
entire body of students, faculty, and staff, it would also create awareness and encourage those who are less
engaged. However, the state will have no assembly election, which is presently under the President's Rule.
With daily press conferences, television interviews, and fundraisers filling their schedules, our elected
representatives can't find the time for an honest conversation, let alone action, to defend our right to vote. The
Naveen Patnaik-government had already passed the resolution seeking implementation of 33 per cent
reservation for women in Parliament and state assemblies in November  Most college leaders give lip service
to civic participation, joining coalitions that promote youth civic responsibility and signing hortatory letters
about the need to get young people involved in our democracy. We are a community of scholars and
professors: leaders of research at the forefront of our collective human knowledge, technology, and expertise.
If the party implements it in the coming general elections, the BJD will become the first political party to take
such a move. What began as an accommodation for farmers on horseback has since become an obstacle, real
and symbolic, to democratic participation in America. As students embark on their college education and grow
into adulthood, it is also the time when they first become eligible to vote. As in elections past, college
presidents will lecture about civic responsibility and professors will write op-eds about apathy among the
young. Despite low turnout among young voters, colleges and universities have historically been loci of
student-led activism and protests. In wake of complaints regarding security of EVMs, now last mile
transportation of these machines will be tracked through GPS. We can't afford to wait until they, someday, get
around to it. Just as importantly, our election timing sends a message: if you vote, great, but if not, you and
everyone else have a good excuse, so we'll let it slide. Yet, as is well known, voters aged 18 to 29 have by far
the lowest voter participation rate of approximately 45 percent in recent presidential elections and only 20
percent or lower in "off-year" elections. Commentary by Beau C. Police personnel themselves are getting
involved in theft cases.


